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Rotational Spectra of Some Linear Molecules
near 1-cm Wave-Length
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OTATIONAL spectra of several linear molecules have
been found in the region near 1-cm wave-length. The

lines are observed on an oscilloscope on which frequency is
plotted against variation in absorption. Absorption takes
place in a 4-meter length of wave guide containing a few
tenths of one mm Hg pressure of the absorbing gas. The

'

technique is similar to that already described. l

In some cases there are a number of weaker lines ac-
cornpanying the main rotational line. The measured fre-
quencies and relative intensities are given in Table I.
For the stronger lines frequency measurements have a
probable error of about two megacycles, although frequency
differences are somewhat more accurate. Relative intensi-
ties are not highly accurate, particularly for the weakest
bnes. The C1CN lines at 23,885 and 23,389 mc appear to
be caused by CP'CN and C13~CN molecules, respectively,
which are in the ground vibrational state and undergo a
transition from J= j. to J=2. Similarly the BrCN lines at

TABLE I. Measured frequencies and intensities of lines in
rotational spectra near one crn wave-length.

24,713 and 24,570 mc are attributed to molecules of Br"9CN
and Brs'CN, respectively, in the ground vibrational state
which make a transition from J=2 to J=3. The single
OCS hne is caused by the rotational transition J=1 to
J=2. VA'th these lines and assignments, and with no cor-
rections for vibrations in the ground state, the moments of
inertia are as in Table II. Using the isotopic frequency
shift in C1CN, the CN distance is calculated to be 1,15A.
The isotopic shift in BrCN is also consistent with this value,
but does not allow a very accurate determination of the
CN distance. Assuming the CN distances in BrCN and
ClCN are the same, we obtain the values for the inter-
nuclear distances given in TaMe III.

The C—N distance determination is very sensitive to
small changes in the isotopic shift. Until a satisfactory ex-
planation of the subsidiary lines is obtained which veil at
the same time give assurance that no unknown effects are
contributing to the isotopic shift, the internuclear distances
given above must be regarded as tentative.

The data can be used to distinguish between different
possible structures for these molecules. The moments of
inertia determined here and the electron di8raction data are
consistent with the structures Cl —C-N and Br—C-N,
but not with Cl-N —C and Br—N —C which have some-
times been proposed. ' If one assumes an arrangement
Cl —'N —C and takes j..09A (the smallest reasonable value
from electron diffraction data) as the N —C distance, the

.above value for the moment of inertia gives a total length
for the molecule of 2.86A. This is in distinct disagreement
with the electron diffraction value for-the total length
2.80~0.02A. From the above table it may be seen that the
spectroscopic data give, assuming the Cl —C—N arrange-
ment, a total molecular length 2.79A which is in good agree-
ment with electron diffraction results. Similarly Br-C-. N
gives a total length 2.94A as compared with the electron
diffraction value 2.92~0.02A, but if the Br—N —C struc-
ture is assumed the total length of the molecule cannot be
less than 3.01A.

The frequency of the OCS line is in agreement with that
recently reported by Dakln, Good~ and Coles.
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